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a b s t r a c t
We describe three distinct approaches to visualization for multiscale materials modelling research.
These have been developed with the framework of the SimPhoNy FP7 EU-project, and complement each
other in their requirements and possibilities. All have been integrated via wrappers to one or more of
the simulation approaches within the SimPhoNy project. In this manuscript we describe and contrast
their features. Together they cover visualization needs from electronic to macroscopic scales and are
suited to simulations made on personal computers, workstations or advanced High Performance parallel
computers. Examples as well as recommendations for future calculations are presented.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction — summary of SimPhoNy concepts and structure
Progress in modelling, e.g. in the field of materials research,
requires evermore detailed consideration of the system or phenomena under investigation. Materials systems exhibit a plethora
of intertwined behaviours and phenomena on multiple levels and
scales. Capturing their interplay is essential for accurate modelling
and eventually for reliable prediction and design for the overall
behaviour of a material system. This may be accomplished by
resorting to multi-scale or multi-physics modelling whereby the
system is divided into smaller but interrelated systems where each
is described by one model and connected i.e. linked or coupled
to the others. The related models are complex to a degree which
rarely allows analytical treatment and, thus, numerical simulations
are routinely used for obtaining approximate solutions. However,
an in-house implementation of multi-scale or multi-physics simulations is laborious and may compromise the cost-effectiveness
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of computational experiments in comparison to laboratory experiments. The situation is particularly demanding when short
development cycles are critical: a new application may require
implementation of new features which, in the case of complex
simulations, can take more time to complete than a rapid reaction
permits.
A solution is to rely on well-established, specialized simulation
tools, each of which alone can only resolve part of the system or
phenomena at hand. Two or more of these simulation tools are
then set up to cooperate in an effort to treat the whole system
at once. The main challenges here are configuration and operation
of the various tools and orchestration of necessary data exchange
between them, i.e. coupling and linking.
The SimPhoNy integrated framework (freely available via [1])
has been developed specifically to address these difficulties and
thereby facilitate simulation of systems requiring multi-scale or
multi-physics modelling. SimPhony is an Open Simulation Platform [2], that enables integration of multiple existing tools into a
single materials modelling workflow with minimal changes to the
interface of each tool. It is based on an interoperability layer that
provides coupling mechanisms between various codes, including
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even if there is, the single tool may not be practical or may involve
unacceptable compromises, e.g., in the results provided. This is
particularly true for visualization tools where high-quality illustrations typically require specialized software. This is acknowledged
in SimPhoNy where a specific interface is defined for visualization
tool wrappers. These wrappers are analogous to the simulation
wrappers and, in particular, allow visualization of simulation data
in SimPhoNy format independently of the particular simulator
used for producing the data (this is also illustrated in Fig. 2).
Here we demonstrate visualization of simulation data using the
SimPhoNy framework.
2. Visualization — different styles for different models and
scales
Fig. 1. A collection of computational methods, and corresponding simulation tools,
which are currently integrated to SimPhoNy, in addition to pre and post-processing
as well as client–server solutions providing advanced control of intricate multiscale
workflows.

not only materials modelling simulation software tools but also
advanced pre and postprocessors as well as visualization solutions.
The principal design aspects of SimPhoNy include a semantic
and syntactic metadata schema: first, Common Universal Basic
Attributes (CUBA) provide a basis for common terminology (defined by the taxonomy of materials modelling) while the Common
Universal Data Structures (CUDS) provide a semantic metadata
schema on top of CUBA that gives the precise relations between
the concepts and thus allows machines to understand the context
without the need to know the specific formats of the data in
advance. All Physical and computational variables or parameters
are expressed using the common vocabulary defined by CUBA.
In addition, more complex data types are necessary for configuring simulations and for representing computational datasets
(e.g. mesh- or particle-based datasets) in a standard fashion. These
data types are specified by CUDS and the definitions are built on
top of CUBA, [2].
The above design features are complemented by the specification of simple SimPhoNy interfaces (API), short for Application
Programming Interface, for the data handling and for the management or orchestration of the simulation tools. In other words,
SimPhoNy relies on the software interface wrapper technology,
whereby each of the native simulation tools or engines are encased
within a software layer, a wrapper, which implements the common
interface specification and thus allows a uniform operation of
the different simulation tools as well as the orchestration of data
exchange.
For each tool integrated into the SimPhoNy platform a specific
wrapper needs to be developed once and its main responsibilities
include translation of the simulation data from the SimPhoNy representation into the local standard format supported by the native
simulation tool, preprocessor or visualization tool. The wrapper
also provides translation in the opposite direction, i.e. extraction
of the necessary data from the software tool and presentation in
SimPhoNy representation. The SimPhony user can then utilize the
data in the set up and control of the simulation tool. Fig. 1 presents
the computational methods, and corresponding simulation tools,
already integrated into SimPhoNy. Fig. 2 illustrates a possible data
flow in an idealized multi-physics modelling case, where a fluid
flow solver and a particle solver are coupled together using the
SimPhoNy framework. An actual data flow for one visualizationheavy case will be given below.
Of course the simultaneous utilization of several native simulators (i.e. simulation tools) inflicts a significant burden on the related pre- and post-processing steps: there is no single tool capable
of pre- and post-processing data for very disparate simulators. Or

There is no ‘‘one-size fits all‘‘ for multiscale visualization, and
this paper should help researchers find a suitable approach for
their project. The visualization software tools described in the
subsequent subsections below have been integrated into the SimPhoNy framework, so we will move thru the lengthscales and
models considering our options. Of course there are many useful
packages outside SimPhoNy in fact far too many to even list so
we will concentrate on ‘‘in-house‘‘ possibilities. A schematic of the
different computational methods and materials models is shown
in Fig. 3 together with related, common computational methods.
At the smallest electronic scale we have the 3D electronic
density visualization from AViz. This is basically binned coloured
‘‘smoke’’, using the ‘‘off-label’’ application of the AViz dot representation. There are also a Mayavi and nCAD options for electronic
density. Of course any code that draws contour plots can be used
for 2D slices, but a full on 3D version is preferable.
At the atomic scale we have AViz (IIT/IWM), Enthought’s
Mayavi, Paraview n-CAD (Sgenia). All are adapted to atomic systems with possibly more atoms, in less rigid structures than the
many common and excellent tools used in some chemical software,
which will not be discussed further here.
AViz is LINUX public-domain based with OpenGL/Mesa and QT4
underpinnings, Enthought’s Mayavi2 and Paraview are common to
LINUX, Mac and Windows and are VTK based under the permissive
BSD licence, whereas n-CAD is Microsoft windows and proprietary.
When we model devices at the nanoscale we may need to
couple concurrently or link sequentially between different discrete
and continuum models so that the overall behaviour can be captured. We often need to visualize both discrete systems (atoms and
particles) and continuum systems (continuous fields). In particular
in the context of our SimPhony project we tackle several complex nano- and microfluidic problems where the continuum fluid
behaviour is described by CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics),
while the particles (cells/nano fibres) are described by coupled
discrete Molecular Dynamics (MD) and coarse grained mesoscopic
molecular dynamics (CGMD) models.
This necessitates the use of complex heterogeneous visualization approaches that take into account discrete and continuum
fields that must be adapted for the integrated workflow in SimPhoNY.Videlicit, there is a need to move data from both discrete
and continuum models into the same or separate visualization
tools that describe the same system, albeit in different representations. The dataflow can be synchronized within the advanced
architecture design of the SimPhoNy wrappers based on the CUDs
and CUBA concepts as described above.
At the micro/meso scale there are also visualization needs for
solid objects which are well satisfied by many codes, but not
particularly relevant for the SimPhoNy project.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a possible data flow in an idealized multi-physics modelling case, where a fluid flow solver and a particle solver are coupled together using the SimPhoNy
framework. Visualization of simulation data, with a chosen software tool, is possible either within the framework (using specific wrappers for the visualization tools) or
externally after relying on integrated file-I/O tools for exporting the data to be visualized.

Fig. 3. A schematic view of the various length (in metres) and time scales and some selected materials models that are typically used to describe phenomena at these length
scales (in metres). The upper layer of images are l-r DFT at electronic scales (Quantum espresso/AViz see Fig. 8, right), Atomic (Molecular Dynamics at atomic scale/AViz, see
Fig. 12), Macroscopic scale, LB, entire system, (see Fig. 26) and Continuum (Kratos CFD, part of system, see Fig. 23). Macroscopic scale, LB, entire system, . For visualization,
scale is not the crucial part, rather it is the entity used in the model — electronic density, atomistic, mesoscopic or continuum.
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Fig. 4. View of AViz GUI: A diamond sample including the split interstitial defect with bond thicknesses according to their length [6] and showing the AViz panels that were
used to draw this sample.

2.1. AViz
The software (the name is short for Atomistic Visualization)
grew out of earlier OpenGL codes in Joan Adler’s Computational
Physics group at the Technion. Groups research interests tend to
Statistical Physics/Computational Material Science with an emphasis on defects and geometrical structures and lattice details. The
first version [3] was created1 (in the days when visualization was
usually done in fancy centres by specialists) for the group’s internal
use with modest aims. There were (and remain) some 15 demands
for the code including visualization on every desktop at minimal
cost for hardware or software, the full list can be reviewed in [4],
and many are standard in many packages.
AViz has a gnu licence and is totally public-domain [5], and
therefore only exists as of now for LINUX. Its philosophy is educational/HPC, and due to the latter is based on creating data
files, using them to check code debugging, and then creating postprocessing animations and stills. AViz has a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) with drop-down menus (see Fig. 4 for a view of the GUI).
AViz can be used during simulations (with the ‘‘while’’ flag or post
production, with images snapped and later turned into animations
as needed). Because it is LINUX based AViz runs equally well on
large parallel machines (convenient if there is a lot of data) and
desktops. AViz is installable from SimPhoNy Github repository [1]
with a homepage containing advice, examples and FAQs. Examples
of AViz’ use are given in SimPhoNy use cases U1 (MD modelling of
a nanotube resting on pillars) and U7 (MD modelling of damaged
diamond). Since AViz works from datafiles, it can be combined with
any simulation code, and several examples of combining AViz with
codes such as LAMMPS are given on the website [5]. AViz has an
interface option to generate a series of .png images, either from
successive datasets or from successive frames under rotation or
zoom and these can be turned into animated .gi files with the unix
‘‘convert’’ command.
AViz does not include intrinsic lattice generation options but
its website [5] has a collection of links to websites with sample
generation codes in several languages, as well as python routines
1 The developers were Adham Hashibon and Geri Wagner.

for manipulating data files [7,8] and examples of AViz visualization
from LAMMPS, Firefly, PCGAMESS and Quantum ESPRESSO output.
There are also percolation, Ising model and Cellular Automata
codes with automatic output to AViz input files, and all these are
linked from [5].
The main AViz application in the SimPhoNy project is to
the NEMS (Nano-Electro-Mechanical Sensor) modelling of the
nanotubes with attached molecules for measuring the mass of
molecules attached to vibrating nanotubes. This task is described
in [9], and an idealized pathway diagram is given in Fig. 5. AViz is
less general than the software described below, as it is focused on
condensed matter/materials/statistical physics uses, but has rich
example resources under continual development.
2.2. Mayavi and paraview

• Both are VTK based, integrated with Python and licensed
under the BSD licence.

• These are the only codes we discuss that are common to
Windows/Linux/Mac.
Mayavi [10] and Paraview [11] are open-source scientific data
visualization softwares based on Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [12],
an open-source visualization library. VTK has an abstract representation of data organized as structures and data attributes:
VTK supports large number of data formats, such as structured
grid, unstructured grid, and polygonal data. More specifically, VTK
assumes datasets that consist of structures and data attributes. The
topology and geometry of the datasets are the structures, whilst
scalar/vector/tensor data such as a temperature value are data
attributes.
Mayavi2, the next generation of MayaVi, is a general purpose,
multi-platform visualization tool for scalars, vectors and tensors
data in 3D space [10]. It consists of an interactive application (see
a screenshot in Fig. 6, taken from [13]) that can be run on Windows, Mac OS and Linux; a Python library that provides scripting
capability; a plugin framework that allows Mayavi to be embedded
in other applications. Mayavi is also highly customizable so that
project specific elements can be added to the application easily.
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Fig. 5. Idealized flowchart of the NEMS project, covering simulations on electronic level to deduce the nanotube wall width, and on an atomistic level to obtain vibrational
frequencies, for which the width estimate is needed [9].

These features make Mayavi a suitable component for the SimPhoNy integrated framework; it is capable of visualizing particles,
bonds, lattices and mesh datasets compliant with the SimPhoNy
API. In other words, Mayavi2 can be used for the full range of
physical systems currently in the SimPhoNy project. However, the
degree of sophistication and limitations vary among the types of
datasets, as is described in the following sections.
Paraview is a general tool for visualization in 3D space. Like
Mayavi2, it is also based on VTK and can be used for visualizing
particles, lattices and mesh in the SimPhoNy project. Examples of
using Paraview to visualize lattices, mesh and particles are given
below.
Both , Mayavi and Paraview, offer a large variety of visualizing
possibilities for scalar or vector type datasets in VTK format. Both
also have a possibility to run the software either from a graphical
user interface or by Python scripting. The scripting option gives
flexibility and provides a way to automate the data visualization
of large datasets like time series, and this way render for example
frames for videos.
2.3. nCAD and nFLUID
This pair of CAD (Computer Aided Design) systems is windows
based and commercial and they share many features. nCAD (nanotechnology CAD) connects 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) programs and atomic visualization and is fully developed by Sgenia.
nCAD provides an user-friendly and common environment for preprocessing, modelling, visualization and post-processing complex
systems at the nano/atomic scale for any dimensionality with a
powerful GUI. It can work with assemblies of pieces designed in
traditional CAD software, both importing the geometry from any
CAD or plugging-in to Solidworks [14]. Furthermore, nCAD provides the possibility to design simple pieces in 2D and 3D that can
be combined with pieces designed in CADs. Each one of the pieces,
which are internally named components, is independently treated
to design the ad-hoc atomic structure. Afterwards the assembly

is built and all the components can be commonly displayed and
manipulated.
Fig. 7 shows an example of different components in the assembly view. nCAD is a stand alone application that has been
integrated into the SimPhoNy platform. This integration has been
done through the development of a specific Application Programming Interface (API) implemented in python and makes available
many of the nCAD features from SimPhoNy, ensuring complete
compatibility with the software utilities included in SimPhoNy and
allowing a multiscale approach.
nFLUID is a pre-processor software with GUI to design nano
and micro channels fully developed by Sgenia. nFLUID provides
the capability to build complex and multi-connected channels with
any geometrical section (cylindrical and prismatic) and ad-hoc
shape in a simple and intuitive manner. The software includes an
automatic solver for the geometry that calculates the resulted assembly and identifies possible errors introduced by the user. All the
features are available through an API for Python and through a fully
functional GUI, which also provides visualization features. nFLUID
is completely integrated in SimPhoNy and thus fully compatible
with other SimPhoNy software.
3. Electronic model-based simulations
3.1. Visualization with AViz
One of the object options in the original AViz is ‘‘dots’’ to
enabled a quick sample build to check object locations. This possibility has been developed into an offlabel application to visualize
field density and can be used as smoke density to show electronic
density with options for colour binning [15] and stereo [16,17].
In the same style as for the other AViz realizations, the above
papers and the websites linked therein provide clear guidelines
for physicists and materials scientists to use this approach. In
Fig. 8 we show a binned coloured hydrogen atom wavefunction,
and the anaglyphic stereo electronic density of a nanotube. Note
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Fig. 6. These are two of many images from the scipy cookbook [13] in the Mayavi tips section, and shows a Mayavi interface in the upper frame with the colour palette
interface in the lower one. The image shows several ways to visualize the structure using both three dimensional and contour plots.

that the nanotube image has the density dots randomly diluted to
enable the almost transparent view of the inner parts of the system.
An example of this electronic density visualization in conjunction
with Quantum ESPRESSO codes is given in use cases U8 and U13

related to DFT modelling of nanotubes. On a typical LINUX desktop
box, several hundred thousand dots can be drawn with ease. Full
instructions for AViz use in combination with Quantum ESPRESSO
are given in [16].
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Fig. 7. View of nCAD GUI: assembly environment of nCAD, where several components are shown. The components have been slightly shifted along the Z axis for a better
visualization. Bottom component shows a silicon with four holes where the nanocolumns of the next component fit. Different impurities have been used for each one. The
elements here include cubic structured silicon, InAs, and graphite.

Fig. 8. AViz visualization example of electronic density simulation data. The electronic density of wavefunction of a n = 3, l = 1, m = 1 hydrogen atom state using binned
colour [15] (left), and a stereo image of the electronic density of part of a nanotube [17] (right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Visualization with Mayavi
Electron density functions can be a represented as point scalar
data and visualized using the volume rendering method as shown
in Fig. 9. In addition to these ready-made cases, results from Quantum ESPRESSO studies could also be visualized in Mayavi using the
SimPhoNy wrappers.
3.3. Visualization with nCAD
The Quantum ESPRESSO electronic density data of [16] has
already been displayed in nCAD, as shown in Fig. 10. A different

binning to the AViz selection was chosen, no dilution was made,
and a slice rather than three dimensional visualization used but
one can observe the similarities.
4. Atomistic model-based simulations
4.1. Visualization with AViz
The objects of AViz can be atoms (dots or spheres with x, y
and z coordinates), cylinders for quadrupoles or liquid crystals
(with an angular orientation as well), or vectors (with a direction
to the orientation). The vector case was designed for modelling
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Fig. 9. Mayavi visualization example. Electron localization function of an H2 O
molecule. From Enthought Mayavi Documentation [18].

Ising, Heisenberg [19] and XY models, but is also applicable for
vector fields. The example in Fig. 11 uses both colour and direction
to shown the spins. This and many of the other examples shown
here are discussed in detail in [20]. The atoms can have an inbuilt
connection between specified atoms to model polymers. In full
acknowledgement that atoms actually have a wave-like nature,
they are drawn as solid objects which are the primary concern of
the code.

)

–

AViz has many features that aid in three dimensional intuition. Most of these are standard for visualization tools, relating
to viewing angles, zoom, slicing etc., but some like anaglyphic
stereo less so. Another of these is the role of bonds which we
see as simply connections between the primary objects, helpful to
indicate perspective, but are representations of the wavefunction
hybridization, rather than objects in their own right. An important
distinguishing feature of AViz is the option enabling the user to
draw bonds of specified distance (and/or thickness) only between
specified types of atoms, and also to indicate different configurations in different colours, see Fig. 11 of a split interstitial.
Two cases showing the interactive drop down interface options
are given in Fig. 4, the first is an example of thickness varying
with distance, and the second, Fig. 12, shows the effect of changing
the fovy (fixed angle of viewing in the y-direction), both from [6].
The latter case is from a paper about the formation of diamond
membranes [21], showing a graphitized region ready for removal
in yellow. These possibilities are of paramount importance when
studying defects or crystal interfaces, where interest centres on
the disturbed atoms rather than the translationally invariant ones.
This feature was born from frustration with those chemical visualization packages which drew bonds of specific lengths at specific
angles between atoms of specific types. A recent addition to AViz
is an anaglyphic (red/cyan) stereo feature, [22], which as shown in
Fig. 13 further enhances three dimensional vision.
Vectors for spin models such as the Ising model, were an intrinsic part of the original AViz code. These vectors require six
specifications, the x, y, z coordinates of the spin’s base location
and the x, y, z components of the spin’s angular directions, with

Fig. 10. Two nCAD visualization examples of a subset of the Technion electronic density data, also shown in Fig. 8. Left: GUI with a quarter nanotube. Right: enlarged planar
view.

Fig. 11. AViz visualization example of atomistic simulation data. Left: a spin visualization of a state in a 3D Heisenberg model data, colours corresponding to z value, from [19].
Right: A split interstitial defect in a diamond lattice [4], showing atoms coloured according to their and their neighbours’ coordination numbers and bonds coloured according
to the coordination numbers of their neighbours. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. AViz visualization example of atomistic simulation data. An example of fovy (angle of viewing in the y direction) variation, with perspective at left and a straight-on
view at right, from [6]. The data is from a simulation of diamond (4-fold coordinated atoms in orange, with blue bonds) and 3-fold coordinated (graphitized) atoms in yellow.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. AViz visualization example of atomistic simulation data. Left: An example of a nanotube in a red–cyan stereo view, from [22] Right: An AViz vector field (magnetic
field of a bar magnet) example from an undergraduate course project [23]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. AViz visualization example of liquid crystal simulation data. Left: initial sample with crystals in random directions. Right: sample after annealing into an ordered
smectic state. Colour corresponds to direction, from [24]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

an example shown in Fig. 11. Colour can be used to reinforce the
information of the spatial direction. Selection between stick, cone
and arrow modes is possible. The spin mode can also be used in
an ‘‘offlabel’’ application for a vector field, as shown on the right
in Fig. 13. More recently, a liquid crystal option with an additional
cylinder mode was added. Here, colour and direction can be used
to show the ordering as seen in Fig. 14. This is a python based

simulated annealing study with a Gay-Berne potential, with direct
output to AViz files [24].
4.2. Visualization with Mayavi and Paraview
Atoms are represented as ‘‘Point Data’’ and bonds are represented as ‘‘Lines’’ or ‘‘PolyLines’’ in Mayavi (cf. Fig. 15). Data
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Fig. 15. Mayavi atomic visualization examples. Left: Hypothetical atomic structure
to demonstrate Mayavi’s capability of visualizing atoms and bonds. Colours depict a
scalar data (e.g. mass) for each atom. From Enthought Mayavi Documentation [18].
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

attributes such as temperature, velocity, etc. can be attached to
these data structures and be selected for visualization individually.
The elements (sphere/cube/arrow) used for representing the atoms
and the thickness of the bonds can be modified in the Mayavi2
pipeline. In Fig. 15, the varying thickness of bonds is achieved
by manually separating the bonds into independent datasets. If
instead all the bonds are in the same datasets, the thickness of
the lines can only be varied uniformly; colours can be associated
with the bonds but can only be defined at the points connected
by the bonds and not on the bonds itself. Paraview also has a
particle option, as shown at left in Fig. 16, but most of our paraview
examples are drawn from its continuum applications.
4.3. Atomic structure generation with nCAD
In order to design an atomic structure nCAD provides a complete set of user-friendly windows (Atomic Editor, see Fig. 17) that
guide the user in the modelling process, providing a wide range
of tools for a detailed design of the atomic structure. All these windows include simultaneous and embedded visualization to provide

)

–

an easy and quick check of the structure. The unit cell of each
component can be chosen from a library, imported from external
files (CIF [25] and CD [26] formats) or fully designed from scratch
within the Atomic Editor. Symmetry operations are automatically
implemented by nCAD and the user can create supercells with
just one click. Changes implemented by the user in the dedicated
visualizer to the unit cell (moved atoms, created bonds, included
new atoms, etc.) can be saved and stored in the library.
The Atomic Editor also permits implementing point and pair
defects not only in the unit cell but distributed in the material and
the real shape of the component as well. Hence, occupation, interstitials, substitutionals, Frenkel, divacancies, Schottky and other
defect types can be implemented on the structure with different
distributions in a simple manner, just giving the doping percentage
and the species involved and choosing the distribution function.
nCAD imports complex shapes designed in external CAD or
similar software in STL format, orienting the imported pieces in
the real space directions chosen by the user. It is also possible to
create the real shape of the components or subsystems using the
implemented shape generator for 2D and 3D components. Besides,
nCAD permits setting the primary (Miller indexes) and secondary
crystallographic orientation and it tunes these orientations with
the real space directions as well as with the real shape of the
components.
The Atomic Editor is slightly different for 3D, 2D and 1D objects,
see Fig. 18. This last one also implements a nanotubes constructor
that can be used for any material just choosing the unit cell of a
bidimensional material. The 0D Editor is reserved for unstructured
matter, molecules or macromolecules, fullerenes, etc. In this case,
the atoms are imported from external sources, chosen from a
library (fullerenes) or introduced by the user.
4.4. Visualization with nCAD
Once the structure has been modelled, nCAD offers multiple
possibilities to visualize and manipulate the structure. nCAD has
three different visualizers: the unit cell, the material and the component visualizer. The unit cell visualizer includes all the visualization tools provided by traditional atomic visualizer [27–29]
like visualization and manipulation of atoms, bonds, boundaries,
replication of unit cells, possibility of change of species, positions,
rotations, zoom, etc. In addition, it includes the possibility of visualizing vacancies, occupation and impurities, depending on the

Fig. 16. Simple visualization examples with Paraview. Left: particle example, where bonds are shown as white lines. Right: mesh example, where colours show the
temperature defined at each point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. View of nCAD GUI showing the Atomic Editor where the user designs the atomic structure of individual components in an easy and guided workflow assisted by
embedded visualization.

Fig. 18. View of nCAD GUI (the Atomic Editor). Simultaneous visualization of four components formed by different allotrope forms of Carbon. Fullerene C60 (0D), double
wall armchair carbon nanotube (1D), two layers of graphene (2D) and diamond structure (3D).
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percentage defined with the three different schemas of visualization.
The material visualizer has been designed to visualize the bulk
material and thus impurities and defects are included in their final
relative positions, according to the distribution function chosen
by the user. The size of the material to be represented by this
visualizer (measured in units of cell unit) is also tunable by the user.
The third visualizer is the component one. This visualizer shows
the real shape imported or designed of a component with the final
position of the atoms, taking into account the unit cell, the defects
implemented, the real space orientation and the crystallographic
orientation.
Another visualizer similar to this last one is available for the
assembly, that is, for all the components simultaneously. The operations for these representations would be, depending on the
size, computationally expensive and consequently they are the
only operations on demand. All the rest of features have been
implemented to be instantaneously updated.
Fig. 19 shows an example of the different visualizers previously
explained and the capability to work with several components
simultaneously. Fig. 19 Left panel shows unit cell, material and
component visualizers for silicon. Right panel shows three different components with three visualizers for each one. All the
visualizers described above include a wide variety of visualization
features and graphical tools.
There are three different modes of visualization, orthogonal,
perspective and first person (see Fig. 20), where the user can move
inside the structure. The atom and bond sizes are controlled by
widgets and two different colour schemas for species are available.
The user can also create objects in the scene like planes, angles,
centroids, axes or distances that are referred to atoms and bonds
positions or to other objects, and are automatically recalculated if
the position of these ones changes (see Fig. 21).
Graphical gizmos have been implemented to manipulate atoms
and bonds, using visual rulers to provide a better control of the
manipulation. Translation can be done along any direction and
along Cartesian planes and rotations are also eligible to be done
around any direction. Different selection modes and show/hide
capabilities have been implemented.
All the visualizers are connected with a dock widget that gives
useful and editable information to the user depending on the
visualizer and the chosen selection, like position, bonds, cell parameters, number of replications, total atoms selected, etc. Besides,
another dock widget gives detailed information about the different
components of the assembly. There are three visualization environments (i.e., components, assembly and library) than can be
switched at any moment. Different labelling is also available in all
the visualizers.
4.5. Post-processing with nCAD
nCAD also includes post-processing tools that provide the capability of representing results of the simulations simultaneously
with the modelled atomic structure. nCAD is able to create isosurfaces and it permits equidistance representation from eligible ranges (see Fig. 22). These isosurfaces can be projected to
planes and other geometries like spheres, cylinders, cubes, etc. (see
Fig. 22).
Moreover, nCAD builds colour maps and four different schemas
have been implemented (see Fig. 22), including ranges representation or same slope approach to a value. The colour maps can
also be projected on the unit cell boundaries and combined with
isosurface projections (see Fig. 22). nCAD allows the user to choose
the colours, show, hide and delete the planes and isosurfaces, as
well as to export to PNG format.

)

–

5. Continuum model-based simulations
5.1. Visualization with Mayavi and Paraview
Computational modelling of continuum dynamics generally require utilization of mesh datasets containing points which are
connected to form edges, faces and cells. These types of data
are represented using the most general VTK dataset called ‘‘UnstructuredGrid’’. Currently, in the SimPhoNy wrappers for Mayavi
and Paraview, all mesh datasets are represented using the ‘‘UnstructuredGrid’’. Future plans involve using ‘‘PolyData’’ for mesh
datasets that only contain points for enhanced efficiency. An example using the Kratos CFD engine [30] to simulate pressure-driven
flow in a tube is shown in Fig. 23 at left: colours on the tube show
the pressure values and vectors (and its colour) show the velocity
(and speed).
Similar to particles, lattice nodes are also represented using
point data. The topology and geometry of the nodes, however, may
be represented using different VTK datasets depending on the type
of lattices. For cubic, tetragonal, and orthorhombic lattices that
have very high degree of symmetry and rectilinear structures, the
simplest and most compact VTK dataset representation, ‘‘ImageData’’, can be applied to minimize memory requirement and maximize data access efficiency. Other types of lattices are represented
by the more general VTK dataset called ‘‘PolyData’’, where both
topology and geometry can be specified more generally. Similarly,
crystals with defects, i.e. no symmetry, will have to be represented
using ‘‘PolyData’’. Examples of visualizing lattices of high and low
degrees of symmetry are shown in Fig. 24.
5.1.1. Example: water droplet impacting on a solid surface
Next we consider a visualization case study for a simulation
of a water droplet hitting a solid surface. Structured grid data
was obtained from a lattice Boltzmann (LB) two-phase simulation
of the water droplet (surrounded by a gas), having a diameter
of approximately 58 µm, hitting the surface at 1.6 m/s (Weber
number 2). The LB calculation was run with code based on a singlecomponent two-phase model [31].
LB-code generates density (scalar) and momentum (vector)
data in a given lattice and stores this to a binary file (solid object
lattice sites, like sites in the walls, are given density value −1.0
and momentum value (0, 0, 0) when printed to a data file). Using a
Python script, this file was then read and transformed to SimPhoNy
CUDS, which was then fed to Mayavi using the SimPhoNy wrapper.
For the simulation a 250 × 250×250 cubic lattice was used. One
iteration of visualization consisted always of the following phases:
20 time steps of the LB simulation, reading the data file and converting to CUDS and visualizing with Mayavi.
Density data of the system, presented in a structured grid of
scalars, was visualized by presenting two isosurfaces, one for the
gas–liquid interface (value 1. 5, colour light blue) and one for the
solid surface (value −0.9, colour dark grey). Mayavi also has a
possibility to render surfaces with different opacity values from 0.0
(totally transparent) to 1.0 (solid). Value 0.8 was used for the water
droplet and 1.0 for the solid surface. The drop and the surface are
presented in Fig. 25 from time iterations 0, 100, 200, 300, 400 and
500. All the calculations and visualizations were run on a normal
desktop computer. Rendered frames were also combined to a video
with a free video and multimedia software package FFmpeg [32].
The video is available online [33].
Vector data can be visualized in many ways, including vector fields and stream tracing in both Mayavi and Paraview. In
Fig. 26 a stream tracing (streamline) image from the water droplet
(surrounded by a gas) is presented from Paraview. It has hit the
surface and is bouncing back. Geometry was visualized again by
the isosurface representation and with the same values specified
above.
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Fig. 19. View of nCAD GUI (the atomic structure visualizers). Left panel shows unit cell, material and component visualizers for silicon. Right panel shows three different
components with three visualizers for each one.

Fig. 20. View of nCAD GUI: atomic structure visualization in first person (gamer) mode, where the user can move across the structure.

5.2. Geometry generation with nFLUID
nFLUID has a powerful and user-friendly Channel Editor where
the user can design the geometry of the channels. For this purpose,
predesigned individual pieces have been developed lending the
user the possibility to create any set of connected and complex
channels, including flow adapters, expansion chambers, tees and
any type of elbow joints. The user just has to care about the general
characteristics of the channel elements under construction, like
the radius, the bending angle of a joint, the flux direction of the
channels, etc.
Due to the automatic solver, the new pieces inherit the parameters of the channel where they are located, unless the user defines
them. With this minimal information, nFLUID creates, connects

and adapts the pieces to build the channels and creates a mesh to
define geometrically the designed channels. Besides, ad-hoc pieces
with complex geometry can be also designed just giving several
positions that the channel must fit and follow (see Fig. 27). These
pieces can be designed at any moment and simply connected as
another individual piece to the channels, with the same properties
than the predesigned ones. The Channels Editor allows to modify
the channels at any moment, adding, inserting or deleting pieces,
and it also permits visualizing the results on demand.
5.3. Meshing with nFLUID
The geometry of the channels is defined by a triangular mesh
that fits to the shape of the whole channels structure. This mesh is
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Fig. 21. nCAD GUI permits building different objects (angles, planes, distances, etc.). Figure also shows the graphical gizmo for rotation and ruler that assists the movement.

Fig. 22. Four examples of nCAD post-processing capabilities: (a) Simultaneous representation of atoms and isosurfaces; (b) projection of different isosurfaces on spherical
geometry; (c) several colour maps; (d) combined image using colour maps and projected isosurfaces, exported in PNG format. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

continuous and perfectly adjusted to the geometry. The precision
of this mesh can be chosen by the user and it permits not only
improving the definition of the geometry but also defining a finer
mesh useful for subsequent simulation goals. nFLUID can also construct the negative mesh of the channels, that is, it is able to create

a bulk structure where the channels are perforated inside the bulk.
Moreover, it also allows to choose if the structure, channels and
negatives, are closed or open structures.
nFLUID exports the mesh to different formats like STL or SimPhoNy Mesh class, and creates projects that can be straightforward
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Fig. 23. Mayavi and Paraview visualization examples of continuum-model based simulation data. Left: Visualization of a simulated pressured-driven flow in a tube (simulated
with the Kratos CFD engine) using Mayavi; colours on the tube show the pressure values and vectors (and its colour) show the velocity (and speed). Right: Cubic lattice
example visualized using Paraview. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 24. Simple visualization examples of structured data with Mayavi2: data is shown for a hexagonal lattice (left) and orthorhombic lattice (right). The orthorhombic lattice
is represented using a simpler and more compact VTK dataset, made possible by the lattice’s high degree of symmetry.

Fig. 25. Mayavi visualization example of continuum simulation data. Snapshots from the simulation of the water droplet (light blue isosurface) hitting the solid surface (grey
isosurface) from time iterations (a) 0, (b) 100, (c) 200, (d) 300, (e) 400, and (f) 500.

imported by OpenFoam [34]. nFLUID also includes an utility to get a
text summary of the channels, where the geometry and a sketch, as
well as the main characteristics of the channels and the parameters
of the pieces, are included. GUI All the features described above are
integrated in a GUI that implements a clear and easy workflow.

Fig. 28 shows the nFLUID GUI and the four main parts that
the GUI is divided in are marked in red. The Channel Editor, as
it is explained above, provides to the user a simple manner to
design the channel. Two windows offer the information about the
channels: the first one shows the modifiable list of pieces, while the
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Fig. 26. Paraview visualization example of continuum simulation data. Stream
tracing (streamline) visualization of the water droplet which has hit the surface and
is bouncing back. The red streamline colour indicates the highest velocities which
would be found nearest to the surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

second one offers a detailed hierarchical sketch of the channel. The
main window is dedicated to a visualizer that displays the channel
on construction during the design process.

Fig. 27. nFLUID geometry generation example: complex ad-hoc shape created with
a set of positions.

6. Summary
Several different visualization tools integrated and used in SimPhoNy have been described. There is some overlap, but three very
different philosophies are observed.

• AViz is motivated by physics research and teaching goals,
has a GUI with extensive drop down menus for and requires
individual tailoring for a rich variety of output. It requires

initial datasets, and while it does not have inbuilt lattice generators, multiple websites with tools and instructions are
described on its site and in several papers, e.g. [19]. There is
also much web support on its implementation with detailed
examples for both HPC and educational uses. Even prior to
SimPhoNy, guidance for use with LAMMPS and Quantum
ESPRESSO was published, [16] and during simPhoNY python

Fig. 28. View of nFLUID GUI divided in four main windows: Channel Editor, List of Pieces, Channel Sketch, and advanced Visualizer.
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Table 1
Comparison of various visualization tools considered.

Atomistic scale
Electronic scale
Continuum scale
Microsoft
Mac
LINUX
OpenGL/Mesa
Stereo

AViz
(at.)

AViz
(el.)

nCAD

nFLUID

mayavi

paraview

yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

wrapper version for this have been created. AViz has a
command line option but is best used with its GUI. There
are scripts in several languages, including python, on some
of the websites.
• Mayavi2 and Paraview are probably the most general codes,
and have scripting or interactive options, and one or the
other (or either) can be used for almost every type of visualization. Again there is a lot of web support for their
implementation, such as [30]. They have GUI or python
scripting usage choice, [13].
• nCAD and nFLUID are CAD tools, with many possibilities, and
can interact with the OpenFoam code (as can Mayavi and
Paraview). Their GUI options are extensive as our selected
examples demonstrate.
To some extent, AViz and nCAD are at extremes, with the former
directly tied to electronic/atomistic/statistical physics simulation
codes and the latter capable of generating complicated model
systems. We presented nCAD examples with Technion Quantum
ESPRESSO data, as shown in Figs. 8, 10 and although not discussed
explicitly above the AViz nanotube datafile generation website and
algorithms [7] have been connected to the nCAD GUI. Mayavi2 and
Paraview are more ‘‘all purpose’’, but there is web information on
their integration with many well-known codes, for example see
[13].
In Table 1 some of the differences are summarized. The images
shown here have been selected to give a taste of the various
possibilities. To aid readers in viewing the images, these have been
placed at [35] in a table where they can be enlarged to view details
of materials and options more clearly.
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